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Math 140 
Introductory Statistics

Professor B. Ábrego
Lecture 10

Sections 5.3, 5.4
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Statistics of Exam

n = 111
Mean = 76.30
SD = 15.97
Min = 23
Q1 = 69
Med = 79
Q3 = 89
Max = 99
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Important Uses of 
Conditional Probability

To compare sampling with or without 
replacement.

To study effectiveness of medical tests

To study effectiveness of statistical testing
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Conditional Probability and 
Medical Tests

In medicine, screening tests give a quick indication of whether 
or not a person is likely to have a particular disease. Because 
screening tests are intended to be relatively quick and 
noninvasive, they are often not as accurate as other tests that 
take longer or are more invasive. 
A two-way table is often used to show the four possible 
outcomes of a screening test.

Disease

Test Result

a + b + c + db + da + cTotal
c + ddcAbsent

a + bbaPresent

TotalNegativePositive
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Conditional Probability and 
Medical Tests

Positive predictive value (PPV) = P (disease | test positive) =

Negative predictive value (NPV) = P (no disease  | test negative) =

Sensitivity = P (test positive | disease present) =

Specificity = P (test negative | no disease) =

a + b + c + db + da + cTotal
c + ddcAbsent

a + bbaPresent

TotalNegativePositive
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Test Result
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Example of a Rare Disease 
on 10,000 patients

PPV = P (disease | test positive) =

NPV = P (no disease  | test negative) =

Sensitivity = P (test positive | disease present) =

Specificity = P (test negative | no disease) =

10,0009,94159Total
9,9909,94050Absent

1019Present

TotalNegativePositive

Disease

Test Result

1525.0
59
9
≈

99989.0
9941
9940

≈

90.0
10
9
=

9949.
9990
9940

≈
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Example P34 (p. 335)
A laboratory technician is being tested on her ability to detect
contaminated blood samples. Among 100 samples given to her, 20 are 
contaminated, each with about the same degree of contamination. 
Suppose the technician makes the correct decision 90% of the time 
(regardless of contamination or not). Make a table showing what you 
would expect to happen. What is her false positive rate? What is her 
false negative rate? How would these rates change if she were given 
100 samples with 50 contaminated?

1007426Total
80728No

20218Yes

TotalNegativePositive

Contaminated?

Detection of Contamination (test)
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Example P34 (p. 335)

1007426Total
80728No

20218Yes

TotalNegativePositive

Contaminated?

Detection of Contamination (test)

Positive Predictive Value = 18/26 = 0.6923

Negative predictive Value = 72/74 = 0.97297

Sensitivity = 18/20 = 0.90

Specificity = 72/80 = 0.9
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Conditional Probability and 
Statistical Inference

Statistician: Suppose you draw 
3 workers at random from the 
set of 10 hourly workers. This 
establishes random sampling as 
the model for the study.
Lawyer: Okay.
Statistician: It turns out that 
there are 120, possible samples 
of size 3, and only 6 of them 
give an average age of 58 or 
more.
Lawyer: So the probability is 
6/120 , or .05.
Statistician: Right.
Lawyer: There’s only a 5% 
chance the company didn’t 
discriminate and a 95% chance 
that they did.
Statistician: No, that’s not true.

Lawyer: But you said . . .
Statistician: I said that if the 
age-neutral model of random 
draws is correct, then there’s 
only a 5% chance of getting an 
average age of 58 or more.
Lawyer: So the chance the 
company is guilty must be 95%.
Statistician: Slow down. If you 
start by assuming the model is 
true, you can compute the 
chances of various results. But 
you’re trying to start from the 
results and compute the chance 
that the model is right or wrong. 
You can’t do that.

??)58(

05.)|58(

  age av. | discr. no

draws random  age av.

=

=≥

P

P
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5.5 Independent Events

Events A and B are independent if and only if 
P (A | B)= P (A).
Equivalently, A and B are independent if and 
only if P (B | A)= P (B). 

In other words, knowing that B happened 
does not affect the probability of A
happening, and conversely knowing that A
happened does not affect the probability of B.
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Example: Water, Gender, 
and Independence (p.340)

Show that the events is a male and correctly 
identifies tap water are independent and that the 
events drinks bottled water and correctly 
identifies tap water are not independent.

1004060Total
703436No
30624Yes
TotalNoYes

1004060Total
652639Female
351421Male
TotalNoYes

Identified Tap
Water ?

Identified Tap
Water ?

Drinks
Bottled
Water ?

Gender
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Discussion D25
Suppose you choose a student at random from your 
school. In each case, does knowing that event A 
happened increase the probability of event B, 
decrease the probability of event B, or leave the 
probability of event B unchanged?

a. A: The student is a football player.
B: The student weighs less than 120 pounds.

b. A: The student has long fingernails.
B: The student is female.

c. A: The student is a freshman.
B: The student is male.

d. A: The student is a freshman.
B: The student is a senior.
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Multiplication Rule 
for Independent Events.

Events A and B are independent if and only if 
P (A and B)= P (A) . P (B).

More generally, events A, A,…, An are 
independent if and only if

P (A and A and … and An) = 
P (A) . P (A) . . . P (An) .
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Examples

1. If you flip a coin four times what is the 
probability that you get ‘heads’ on all flips.

2. About 30% of young American adults ages 
19 to 29 don’t have health insurance. 
Suppose you take a random sample of ten 
American adults in this age group. What is 
the probability that at least one of them 
doesn’t have health insurance?
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Independence with Real Data

In reality you rarely will encounter a situation where 
P (A and B)= P (A) . P (B). But if these two numbers 
are very close to each other a statistician can 
conclude that A and B are independent events.

Example: As of July 1, 2000, the 
Los Angeles Dodgers had won a 
total of 41 games and lost 37 
games. The breakdown by 
whether the game was played 
during the day or at night is 
shown. Are the events win and 
day game independent?

783741Total
572730Night
211011Day
TotalNoYes

Won the
Game ?

Time of
Game
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Mean and SD revisited

We have three ways of specifying a population:

1. List of all (individual) units
2. Frequency Table (p. 68)
3. Relative Frequency or 

Proportion Table (p. 359)

How can we calculate mean and SD on each?
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List of all units

Sum = 
40 cents

Total = 
10 coins

610 ¢Dime10

610 ¢Dime9

15 ¢Nickel8

15 ¢Nickel7

15 ¢Nickel6

-31 ¢Penny5

-31 ¢Penny4

-31 ¢Penny3

-31 ¢Penny2

-31 ¢Penny1
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Frequency Tables

4010Sum

20210 ¢Dime

1535 ¢Nickel

551 ¢Penny

x.fFrequency 
f

Value 
x

Type
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Relative Frequency or 
Proportion Table

4.01Sum

2.00.210 ¢Dime

1.50.35 ¢Nickel

0.50.51 ¢Penny

x . P(x)Proportion 
of coins 
P(x)

Value 
x

Type

4641.3122.73.05.4
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Summary of Mean/SD

List of all units Frequency Table Relative Frequency 
(or Proportion) Table
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